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CHOQUET SШPLICES AND HARNACK INEQUALITIES 

D. G. Kesel'man 

Let S be a metrizable Choquet simplex, E = E(S) the set of all 

extreme points of S and C(l) the vector space of all continuous 

functions on E . Given a point x£ S, we introduce a further notati

on: % - the set of all lower semicontinuous affine functions 

s: S-O-o*, +00] with s(x) C + *° , 
fjj - the (unique) maximal measure representing the point x, 

face(x) - the smallest face of S containing x, 

cl.face(x) - the smallest closed face of S containing x. 

By the solution of the Dirichlet problem for a boundary function 

f on E we understand the affine function uf defined on 

Df = {x€S: f€L
1(^/x)} 

by 

uf(x) =^>x(fK 
Notice that. Df is always a face. 

Consider the heat equation on a relatively compact region 

Q = JlX T, SI c Rn. As noticed in [l] , if we consider a compact set K 
and a point x € Q such that the time co-ordinate of any point of K 

is less than the time co-ordinate of x, then for each positive so

lution f of the heat equation on Q we have the Harnack inequali

ty 
sup f(y) 4 oC^ftx). 

y€K K 

The aim of this paper is to describe the points x€ S for 

which an analogue of the Harnack inequality is satisfied on face(x): 

i.e. for any compact set Kc face(x) there is a number <C^> 1 such 
that for every (continuous) affine function f: face(x) -» CO, +00C 

we have 

sup f(y) £ *Cvf(x). 
y€ K K 

We prove that this is the case if and only if the restriction to 
face(x) of the solution of the Dirichlet problem is continuous for 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
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every boundary function from LҶ^ti/^). Moreover, we show that if the 

considered face(x) possesseš the additional property face(x) = 

= cl.face(x), then the solution of the Dirichlet problem is continu-

ous at all points of face(x) for every boundary function from C(E). 

Notice that the property face(x) = cl.face(x) is natural for elliptic 

and parabolic equations. 

Theorem 1• Let x be a point of S, Kc face(x) be a compact set 

and oC ђ
e
 a number from Гl , + °° C . Then the following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(i) for every continupus affine function a:S-»[o, +oo[ we have 

sup
к
 a - oC a(x), 

(ii) for every /3>oC we have 

K cp
x
 _ ( fè - D S, 

(iii) for every concave function s: facé(x)-> [0, + oo] we have 

sup
к
 s ý oбs(x). 

Proof. (i)=*(ii) cf. Theorem II.5.24 of [2] . 

(ii)^(iii): Let yєK and/3>oC
#
 тhen there is zéS with 

У =/Зx - (/З - 1)z. 

Obviously z€face(x). Hence 

/З^sty) é fЧ(* -1)s(z) + /Г
1
s(y)^ s(x). 

Since Š > <L was arbitrary, the assertion follows. 

(iii)=>(i) is obvious. 

Theorem 2. Let x be a point of S and K^face(x) be a compact 

set. Then the following assertions are equivalent; 

(i) %(a Harnack type inequality) there is a constant °C€ [l,+ <*>£ 
such that for every continuous affine function a: S-*C0,+a>£ 

we have 

sup
к
 a £ oбa(x), 

(i
к
) there is a constant á€ Ll , + °°t- such that for every concave 

function s: face(x) **[0, + Oo] we have 

sup
к
 s 4cčs(x), 

(ii) (a Harnack type monotone convergence theorem) every increa-

sing sequence £a} of real affine functions on face(x) 

with sup a (x) < + oo converges uniformly oh K, 

(iii) every increasing sequence {a^} of continuous real affi-

ne functions on S with supn a^íx) < + 00 converges uni-

formly on K, 
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(iv) for every function seR
x
 , the restriction sL is conti

nuous, 
(v) for every function •eTH'v * the restriction sL. is bounded, 

(vi) for every function f€L (^x)i the restriction ufIK is 

continuous. 

Proof. (i)£>(ix) by Theorem 1 . 

(i)d>(ii). We have 

°*an+p ~ an^ * ( an+p ( x ) " an ( x» 
on K for every n,pe K. Hence the assertion follows. 

(ii)-->(iii) is obvious. \ 

(iii)=^(iv). According to Corollary 1.1.4 of [2] and the separabili

ty of the space of all real continuous functions on S, there is an 

increasing sequence {an} of real continuous affine functions on S 

with supn an = s. By (iii), {an} converges uniformly to s on K 

and hence s|K is continuous. 

(v)=£(i). Assume that for every nc N there is xn€ K and a conti

nuous affine function f : S -»]0, + oo[ such that 

Consider the function 

f =2_ 
k=1 k^fk(x) 

Obviously f€ Ift . We have 

f^П 
f
n

(x
n> 

n
2
f

n
(x) 

> 

which contradicts (v). 

(iv)^(vi). We already know (iv)<=Mii). Let g be a real continuous 

concave function on S. According to Theorem II.3.7 of [2] , u e l 

K
 is continuous by (iv). Since the set of all restri

ctions to E of differences of real continuous concave functions on 

S is dense in C(E), we conclude u-J
K
 is continuous for every 

he C(E). Using (ii) we deduce that u L is continuous for every 

lower semicontinuous function s: S-»]-oo, + oo] with A
x
(s) < + co . 

Hence the functions 

X H > / * f d^
x
, X H /

X
 (-f) d^

x
 , x€K 

are upper semicontinuous, which yields the assertion. 

(vi)=->(iv) is obvious. 
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Corollary. Let x€S. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) for every compact set Kcface(x) there is a constant c^^Cl.+oof 

such that 

sup^ a 4 oCjra(x) 

for any continuous affine function a: face(x) -> [0,C*L , 

(ii) for every function f€ L (^6), the restriction 
uf |face(x) i s continuous. 

Proof. Since u^ face( )
 i s continuous if and only if uf|K is 

continuous for every compact set KC face(x), the assertion follows 

from the preceding theorem. 

Theorem 3. Let x€S. Assume that one condition of the preceding co

rollary is satisfied and, moreover, face(x) = cl.face(x). Then uf 

is continuous at all points of face(x) for every f€C(E). 

Proof. According to [3] is remains to verify that for every 

y€ face(x) the measure fr is the only probability measure repre

senting y supported by E. Assume that there is y€face(x) and 

two different probability measures ^ and V on I representing 

y . Since cl.face(x) is a simplex and face(x) = cl.face(x), it 

follows from [4] that there are sequences {yn} and {xnJ of points 

of face(x) with 

lim y = y, lin-v, X-o = y n Jn J' n n v 

and 

w - l i m ^ = W y , w - l i m ^ = ^ y . 

Consider a function f€C(E) such that 

* lVf) * ̂ y(f)' 
Then 

limn uf(yn> * limn uf(xn} 

which contradicts the continuity of uf|f a c e( x)
# 
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